The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Belt Kit includes one TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Inner Belt and your choice of one Gunfighter™ Belt. Our Gunfighter® Belts are all sewn with high strength Type 13 webbing. The exterior is surrounded by 2 rows of 1/2” webbing providing a capability like no other belt available. The removable Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used on the interior of the belt for comfort.

CHOOSE ONE:
A. The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Belt (TYR-GFB110) was built to be versatile, providing a combination between a rigger and load carriage belt. It features a 2” Cobra® Buckle and a forged steel extraction ring for either rappelling or a safety lanyard.

B. The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Belt, Rigger Style (TYR-GFB111) was built to be versatile, providing a combination between a rigger and load carriage belt. It features a 2” Quick Fit Adapter and a forged steel extraction ring for either rappelling or a safety lanyard.

C. The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Belt-E (TYR-GFB112) is a slimmed down version of the standard Gunfighter™ Belt. It features a 2” Cobra® Buckle and an additional column of MOLLE/PALS webbing.

D. The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Belt-E, Rigger Style (TYR-GFB114-E) was built to be versatile, providing a combination between a rigger and load carriage belt. It features a 2” Cobra® Buckle and one Hard Sewn Point for either rappelling or a safety lanyard.

INCLUDES:
E. The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter® Inner Belt (TYR-GFBB20) was designed to be worn as a waist belt that provides a secure platform when interchanging your outer belt quickly. Attaches via 1.5” Velcro® loop to the interior of the Gunfighter™ Belt.